REALISTIC TRC206 (21-1635)

VR3  Squelch Range.
R53  Remove for maximum modulation.
    Peak L8 and L10 with field strength meter.

ROYCE 611

RX:
Peak T601 on 455KC.
Peak T103,T102,T101,VR101 on Ch.19.
VR102 Squelch Range
VR104 S Meter
VR1 Channel 9 Alert

TX:
Peak T301,T302,L303,VC1, for maximum.
VR202 Modulation Control (or remove Q205)
VC2,VR Antenna Warning Indicator

MIKE WIRING: Electronic Switching
1. Audio hot (Yellow)
2. Shield
3. Xmit (Red)
4. REC (Green)
5. Volume (White)